
Surname *Nlaidenberg"

I have a question about my surraule, N,laidenberg. Our
family tradition holds that the name derives from the Ger-
man city of Magdeburg.

Indeed, in your Dictiona4t of Jewish Stu"names fi'orn the
Kingdom of Poland, that is the derivation you assign to
"Majdenberg." However, in the Dictionary of Jadsh Sur-
names from the Russian Empire," you give the derivation
"mountain of mice," or mayzenberg in Yiddish. This is a
distinctly unedifuing derivation! Why rvould the family
continue to use it?

My family comes from Podolia, once part of Poland;
they anived there from Bessarabia. Is it more likely that the
derivation is the city or the derogatory version? Please help
me understand.

You also give the pronunciation a "z" sound. Horv does
this sound associate with "Maidenberg." I do not doubt
your accuracy because we have evidence that the name rvas

pronounced with the "2" sound. For example, on my grand-
father's ship arrival record, the name is recorded as

Maisenberg, indicating that sound,
Michael Maidenberg
Oakland, Califomia

In your letter, you mention surn€ures whose variants
appear in rny dictionaries:

. Russian Empire (2008): Majdenberg (Pinsk, Bratslav,
Berdichev) and Maj zenberg (Berdichev, Radomysl' )

. Kingdom of Poland (1996): Majdenberg (Ostrorv Ma-
zowiecka). I suggested the derivation from the city of Mag-
deburg, called Majdeburg in Polish.

. Galicia (2004)
a. Meidenberg (Borszcz6w) 'maid(en)' -F 'rnountain'

in German.
b. Mausenberg (Rohatyn) 'mouse' * 'mountain' in

German.
For some entries, I found new information after the pub-

Iication of the corresponding books. For example, today I
am almost certain that the etymology I suggested for Ma-
jdenberg from Osh6w Mazowiecka was incorrect. On the
one hand, the city of Magdeburg is situated too far from
that area; moreover, the Polish name for Magdeburg does

not include an intemal "n" present in the sumame.
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On the other hand, in Poland one also finds the Jervish

sumames Najdenberg and Najdeoburg (the second from the

Szczuczyn district, that is, very close to Ostr6rv). These

sumames are undoubtedly derived from the name of the

city of Neidenburg, formerly a district center in neighboring
West Prussia (today, Nibork in northern Polaad). Majden-
berg is simply a distorted form of NajdenbergArlajdenburg.

The Polish Jervish family discussed above is independent
from those from Ukaine and Galicia where, for both geo-
graphic and phonetic reasons, the derivation ofthe surname
from the city of Magdeburg is even less plausible than in
northeastem Poland.

The geography of Majdenberg and Majzenberg in the
Rrssian Empire (both found in the Berdichev districtl)
shon's that at Ieast for some branches, one sumanle can be a
corrupted fbrm of anotirer. Only detailed genealogical re-
search can reveal which one of the trvo rvas the original
form. Of course! for the etymology of the surname, the

original form rvould be crucial.
You say that your ancestors came from Bessarabia. A

large ponion of Bessarabian surnames correspond to mi-
grants from Galicia. As noted above, in Galicia, both Mei-
denberg and Mausenberg existed. In that area, surnames
were mainly assigned by Austrian Christian clerks rvho
took-almost at random-words from the German vocabu-
lary, Jews in the Ukainian area of the Russian Empire
could bear a surname meaning "rlouse" (or'maiden') plus
"mountain."

On the one hand, after 1850, sumarne changes werc le-
gally prohibited for Jews, even after a conversion to Chris-
tianity. On the other,hand, until the 20th century, surnames
were marginal in Jewish consciousness, Jews really did not
care about them, correctly considering that their introduction
rvas related to needs of the czarist adminishation and rvas not
in line with traditional Jewish naming patterns. As a result,

Jews often ignored surnames appearing in their official
documents and called themselves internally to the commu-
nity by given names, patronymics, and nicknames. (AB)


